Life is nothing but nought
We are living in a fantasy world
where thy lord created us by
fleshy structure as ‘body’ and full of air as ‘soul’
like the flowers with sweet smell;
when the flower dies ; it leaves the sweet smells
it can't be seen but sense it
soul is an eternal as the fragrance in the flower
flower and the fragrance like fake and truth
any movement of time, the air inside our body
releases and mingled with atmosphere,
remains for ever in the lords world
That is what we call it as life:
it neither has any guarantee nor any warranty;
God has programmed our human body in the birth
Hold not too much of wealth!
Be honest, sincere and show mercy to needy not for greedy
Life and honesty are the same as balloon and air
Both doth the same function as flower and fragrance
it remains forever:
Remember we are here purely here on temporary basis
Thy Lord is only an eternal mentor
we are living in a strange "deceptive world"
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